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00:13:47 David Paynter: Loving the new short hair do Jo 

00:14:01 Olivia Chollet: Hi all – Olivia from The Australia Institute here, joining from 
Ngunnawal Country. Thanks for joining us today. Looking forward to a great webinar! 
 
A little reminder, the chat has options for ‘all panellists’ or ‘all panellists and attendees’. Choose the 
latter option to participate in the chat with everyone.   
 
Also, use the Q&A function to submit questions for the panel to answer live!  
 
Just a reminder to please keep all comments in the chat civil and on topic or you will be removed 
from the discussion.  – Thanks! 

00:14:29 Kat Heinrich: Joining from Adelaide 

00:14:31 aanya Roennfeldt-Bongers: Hi everyone I am in Sydney 

00:14:33 David Rawson: Canberra 

00:14:35 Toby Van der Zwart: im here in ngunnawal country :) 

00:14:38 Tiffanie Pearse: Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia 

00:14:38 Evan Hadkins: Murwinina country (Hobart) 

00:14:38 Nisansala Ranundeniya: Malbourne 

00:14:38 Ursula Starkovsky: Australia 

00:14:39 Rebekah Gupte: Norfolk Island 

00:14:39 Laurie Facer: Blue Mountains Sydney 

00:14:40 Rosie Dwyer: Naarm, mELBOURNE 

00:14:40 Emma Kark: Hornsby! 

00:14:40 Rowan Barr: HI all, Chirnside Park Repair Cafe here in outer east of Melbourne, 
VIC. I am also a student of sustainability. Glad to be here! 

00:14:41 Bart Van bueren: Kangaroo Island! 

00:14:41 Erin West: Joining from Melbourne/Naarm 

00:14:41 Giles Robinson: Joining from Orange in Wiradjuri country! 

00:14:42 Amy Bromley: Adelaide (Karuna Land) 

00:14:42 Carly Moulang: Melbourne 

00:14:42 Helen Hobbs: Hello everyone, joining from Meanjin Brisbane 

00:14:43 Ellen O'Brien: Sydney- Gadigal land 

00:14:44 Suz Haywood: Montana, Tasmania 

00:14:45 Fran Bowron: Bidjigal/Gadigal land in Sydney 
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00:14:45 Claire Bettington: Claire from Gadigal Country, Maroubra in Sydney 

00:14:46 Desire Gralton: Kabi Kabi Country (Sunshine Coast) 

00:14:47 Allana Haines: Moruya (South Coast NSW) 

00:14:47 Pam Oates: Perth 

00:14:47 Sally Akenson: Ilswich qld 

00:14:47 Virginia Rose: Sydney 

00:14:48 Judy Lambert: Happy to join from Gaymaraigal country (Sydney Northern beaches), 
with respect to elders past & present. 

00:14:50 Shelley Anderson: Boon Wurrung in Melbourne. 

00:14:52 Henrietta Ardlie: Wangal Country, Sydney 

00:14:53 Brianna McGee: Adelaide 

00:14:54 jennifer hume: Joining from Anaiwan country, Armidale 

00:14:55 Lynne Walters: bairnsdale 

00:14:56 Deidre Stuart: Wollongong / Dharawal country 

00:14:59 Ursula Starkovsky: Sunshine Coast 

00:15:01 Crystal Attrill: Turners Beach, Tasmania 

00:15:01 Leanne Randall: Hi from Yeppoon along the beautiful Capricorn Coast in Queensland 

00:15:02 Ruth Davison: Oamaru in the South Island in New Zealand 

00:15:02 Donna Rogers: Dharawal Country - Wollongong 

00:15:03 Tammy Chong: Perth 

00:15:03 Belinda Flanders: Cairns 

00:15:03 Timmee Grinham: Melbourne (Naarm) on Wurundjeri Country 

00:15:05 Pearl Hinton: Melbourne, Naarm 

00:15:06 Jay Wilson: San Francisco 

00:15:06 Gerard Borg: joining from ACT 

00:15:09 Shiloh Ritchie: Shiloh from Global Village Learning in Victoria, on Wurendjeri 
Country 

00:15:09 Karen Hall: Karen Perth 

00:15:09 Margaret Steadman: muwinina country in lutruwita Tasmania 

00:15:11 Peter Halcomb: Melbourne 

00:15:12 Tammy Chong: Perth 
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00:15:15 Sandra Englart: Brisbane 

00:15:16 Graeme Hanigan: Taungergung Country, Central Victoria 

00:15:17 Hiroya Sugita: Tokyo Japan 

00:15:18 Maja van Bruggen: Darwin, Northern Territory - Larrakia country (enjoying 
beautiful monsoon weather this week) 

00:15:20 Heather Lawson: joining from Aireys Inlet Vic 

00:15:25 Carina Turner: This  morning I'm on Naarm (Melbourne)  country, but usually 
GunaiKurnai (East Gippsland) 

00:15:26 Meg Rigby: We're from Canberra 

00:15:28 Carmel Marshall: Rockhampton Queensland 

00:15:29 Barbara Jenkins: Central Coast NSW, Australia 

00:15:30 Meredith Alexander: Waddawurrung country 

00:15:31 Brad Kijlstra-Shone: South Gippsland, Victoria. Bunurong / Gunnai Kurnai 
country. 

00:15:32 Peta Newbound: Naarm 

00:15:33 Richard Donaghey: im from Tassie too 

00:15:34 David Paynter: Gold Coast Yugambeh 

00:15:35 Kerryn Higgs: greetings from Kerryn in Wauchope, Birpai land 

00:15:37 Warwick Budd: Canberra 

00:15:41 Rob CALVERT: Hi joins from Nunawal country 

00:15:41 Jock Churchman: Kia Ora from Adelaide in Kaurna Country 

00:15:41 kevin Downie: Buln Buln 

00:15:47 Malcolm Robins: Dja Dja Wurrung Country - Central VIC 

00:15:48 Margaret Galdies: Kuarna land in Adelaide. 

00:16:00 Olivia Chollet: Hi all – Olivia from The Australia Institute here, joining from 
Ngunnawal Country. Thanks for joining us today. Looking forward to a great webinar! 
 
A little reminder, the chat has options for ‘all panellists’ or ‘all panellists and attendees’. Choose the 
latter option to participate in the chat with everyone.   
 
Also, use the Q&A function to submit questions for the panel to answer live!  
 
Just a reminder to please keep all comments in the chat civil and on topic or you will be removed 
from the discussion.  – Thanks! 
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00:16:13 John Gherardi: Perth 

00:16:48 Olivia Chollet: https://australiainstitute.org.au/events/webinars/ 

00:17:00 Timmee Grinham: YAY - I teach Economics at VCE in Victoria, and want to use 
the Circular Economy example when we study economics and the environment topic 

00:17:02 Jenny Ransley: Hobart 

00:17:09 Marie Sitter: Dharuk & Gundungarra ( Blue Mountains ) 

00:17:27 Rudolf Blums: Hallo from Belgrave, land of the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin 
Nation. 

00:18:28 Jess Hobbs: hello from Djilang (Geelong) Wadawurrung country 

00:19:00 Fiona Auton: Calling in from Northern Tasmania :) 

00:19:24 Deborah White: From Kaurna country 

00:19:57 Linda Kelly: Hello, calling in from Kunamaluka  country Tasmania 

00:20:12 Jock Churchman: Ruth Davison, I'm thrilled to see someone is from Oamaru. I 
once knew it well. I was from Dunedin, now Adelaide 

00:20:20 Jan Davis: Hi from Wonarua Country, Maitland 

00:20:21 Ben Hale: Good morning from Wurundjeri Woi-wurrung and Bunurong country 
(Melbourne CBD). 

00:20:25 Claudette Leigh: Joining in from Meanjin. 

00:20:54 Tracey Gibbs: Hello, also from Djilang, Geelong, Wadawurrung  Country 

00:21:39 Jade Tavane: Hello from Larrakia country (Darwin). 

00:23:20 Jo de Riva: Looking forward to this presentation - I also was impressed with 
Paddy Le  Flufy https://paddyleflufy.com/building-tomorrow/ 
 
Building Tomorrow: Averting Environmental Crisis With a New Economic System, published in March 
2023, is his first output from this period 

00:23:41 Lubosh Hanuska: Listening from Melbourne (Naarm), in Wurundjeri country 

00:24:47 Bella Anis: Greetings to respected speakers and all participants. Towards 
valuable learning on today's session to facilitate future business project development in related 
industry. Thank you 

00:25:01 Beatrice Lucas: Linking in from Naarm, Melbourne, Wurundjeri land 

00:26:37 Karen James: Can you give some concrete examples please? 

00:26:41 Jess Cooper: We're all in the same team at Mornington Peninsula Shire, 
Bunurong Country 
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00:27:57 Zita Fogarty: Tuning in from the NSW south coast, on the land of the Wandi-
Wandandian tribe of the Yuin nation 

00:28:07 Gerry Constantinou: Greetings from Matraville 

00:28:45 Beatrice Lucas: "Good for the Hood" values seem to align very much with 
localfutures.org 

00:33:45 Sami Arasteh: Greeting from Sydney, Botany 

00:35:04 Rowan Barr: If any, which businesses in Australia are adapting good circular 
design and economy practices? Do we have any leaders in the field? 

00:35:40 Beatrice Lucas: According to the research of localfutures.org, our international 
trade agreements often allow us to export the same food that we import, often in same amounts.  
The transport miles are neither attributed to the exporting nor the importing country. 

00:35:55 Olivia Chollet: Hi Rowan, just a reminder to ask your questions using the Q&A 
function so that panelists have a chance to answer them live! 

00:37:01 Rowan Barr: Olivia, can you please cut and paste it for me? 

00:37:05 Carly Moulang: At an individual level, what can we do about soft plastics? 

00:37:55 Claire Bettington: People who mentioned "localfutures.com", can I have a 
proper link please? 

00:38:06 Olivia Chollet: Sorry Rowan, unfortunately no, I can't type a question as a panelist. 

00:38:25 Beatrice Lucas: localfutures.org (not .com) 

00:39:09 Jenny Ransley: Carly, the best we can do at present is to avoid using soft plastics as 
much as possible. 

00:39:32 Rowan Barr: use bubbles instead of balloons 

00:39:56 Olivia Chollet: Thank you Aimee! 

00:39:57 Carina Turner: love that - "those products shouldn't exist" - call it out 

00:40:24 Karen James: One issues I see is that people on lower incomes will be forced to 
buy cheaper items, which are often the most wasteful. 

00:40:46 Helen Whitkin: Carly, Plastic Free July this year will have a focus on avoiding soft 
plastics in food packaging. 

00:40:53 Claire Bettington: YES, helium party balloons should be banned.  Helium is a 
finite resource & should not be thrown away on something so trivial.  Not to mention the harm the 
tags, strings & rubber does in the ocean. 

00:41:14 Rowan Barr: fruit and vegies don't have to come in plastic wrappers, those that 
are wrapped are often more expensive per KG if you look at label on shelf 

00:41:43 aanya Roennfeldt-Bongers: The Australian Circular Economy Hub Portal is great 
for networking over some of these issues. 
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00:41:56 Rowan Barr: plastic made from organic waste that isn't petrol based is the way 
forward. this tech already exists 

00:42:07 Claire Bettington: Oh, thanks for that, https://www.localfutures.org/ looks like 
a terrific website. 

00:42:09 Rick Walters: Banning things is great to a point but we're not going to win hearts 
and minds (especially on the right of politics) by banning everything. 

00:42:57 Gerry Constantinou: self serve check outs consume electricity Humans do not 
something everyone should look into 

00:43:00 MARGARET LEE: I notice in Asian films that when people buy takeaway food, 
they often bring their own containers.  Why don't we do it here? 

00:43:11 Lubosh Hanuska: My campaign this year is "Buy Only Essentials". If we all 
adopted it the economy would partially collapse - as it did during Covid and as we saw in that time 
the emissions dropped dramatically and the air was clean in a relatively short time - even in places 
like India and China! Why do we not do it now? Because we are all individually afraid of poverty - 
that is NOT poverty, that is just living simply and NOT consuming. Consumerism kills the planet and 
unless we stop we will regret it. What do we want to save - the planet or the economy? Stop buying! 
Buying and circulating is not going to help. Circulate ONLY what you already have... 

00:43:51 Rowan Barr: Governmentgs needs to put their big boy pants on and start making 
polivy and laws that reduce waste and put the waste back on the seller eg: Apple devices are to be 
recycled by Apple and all materials which can be, are recycled 

00:43:58 Margo Smith: Shout out to local Gifting  (Buy Nothing New) group  Admins. 

00:44:25 Mary Abbot: Gardening Australia an excellent program with exceptional stories 
highlighting the therapeutic value of protecting our environment. 

00:44:31 Jock Churchman: There is a huge industry set up to sell us things we don't 
need. It's called advertising. 

00:44:43 Maja van Bruggen: I saw a presentation by the developer of the Utilitarian app 
which is striving to connect people and businesses to accelerate circular economy in action. Lots of 
potential there … https://circularaustralia.com.au/utilitarian-super-app-set-to-drive-circularity-in-
the-marketplace/. More info and other initiatives at https://circularaustralia.com.au/about/# 

00:45:10 Gerard Borg: I think we  have to get away from the need  for business models and 
its implification that  we need businesses to get  things done.  Given that  the  Australian  
government  CAN  BUY  ANYTHING  DENOMINATED  in Australian  dollars  [as we now know 
https://stephaniekelton.com/],  then it  is  the government  that should  just start  a science-based  
circular economy from the ground up. 

00:45:17 Mandy Robertson: It would be nice to see reusables in all films and tv shows. I 
watched a Harlen Coben show on Netflix recently and got really excited to see a Huskee coffee cup 

00:45:20 Rowan Barr: and repait at a reasonable cost 

00:45:25 Ngaire Bissett: Your right Rowan and Scandanvian countries have been holding 
industry to account in this way for years! 
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00:46:05 Jenny Ransley: Lubosh, that is a wonderful aspiration, but unfortunately it doesn't 
appeal to the majority of consumers who can't imagine life without "things"people. who have 
become 

00:46:45 Rowan Barr: Ngaire, it is called Extended manufacturer return already being used 
in lots of Europe. Aust are SO far behind 

00:46:53 Claire Bettington: At Federal Government level we have to somehow counter 
the hordes of lobbyists roaming around Parliament, paid for by the rich status quo Fossil Fuel & 
mining interests (which of course includes plastics, which are made from oil).  Can we get our own 
lobbyists in there?? 

00:47:36 Gerry Constantinou: supermarkets should adapt some reusable systems for 
delivery of goods from producers to supermarkets replace  tonnes of card board  that are disposed 
disposed every day 

00:47:47 David Paynter: Choose to refuse buying items you only occasionally use and borrow 
instead from your local library of things https://www.alotnetwork.org/ 

00:48:47 Rick Walters: Monicka, single use paper bags are actually worse for the 
environment than single use plastic bags. Reusable bags are far better. 

00:49:06 Evan Hadkins: What does Jo make of 'electrify everything' as a strategy? 

00:50:01 Olivia Chollet: A reminder to use the Q&A function to submit questions for the 
panel to answer live! 

00:50:23 Gerard Borg: Claire - unfortunatel only money appears to buy access. But in 
Australia we just need more independents in government. It might mean  a massive move against 
the main parties. 

00:50:23 Beatrice Lucas: Lots of ideas here: 

00:50:24 Jock Churchman: We need to reintroduce the idea of society as something we 
should promote, rather than the economy. And think more globally. We're disgustingly rich in global 
terms although there are some in our society who are appallingly rich. And the Opposition want us 
to pay less tax so we can be more 'aspirational'. That's so 1950s! 

00:50:35 Beatrice Lucas: https://actionguide.localfutures.org/ 

00:51:16 Karen James: Local councils could change how they charge rates etc based on 
circularity or lack of it. Costs more to pollute/waste etc 

00:52:03 Jenny Ransley: For some unknown reason I can't access the question button.  I 
don't know if this is a problem with my computer or  or the website. 

00:52:17 Carina Turner: @karen James Many councils are working on tis 

00:52:39 Beatrice Lucas: This Localisation Guide is available in many languages. Choose on 
top right in link: 

00:52:40 Mary Abbot: We need to learn from the examples in the Scandanvian countries. 

00:52:43 Beatrice Lucas: https://actionguide.localfutures.org/ 
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00:53:08 Pam Oates: Andrew Forrest is a huge fan of introducing a tax on virgin plastic 

00:53:08 Rowan Barr: removing the ability for hard rubbish to be collected by council 
where good quality and reusable items are thrown awaty by people who are too time care, lack 
lustre or otherwise to donate ot give away. 

00:53:17 Gerard Borg: Hi Evan. By 'electrification as a strategy' is this  

https://australiainstitute.org.au/event/the-big-switch-with-saul-griffith/ 

https://www.dymocks.com.au/book/the-big-switch-by-saul-griffith-9781760643874 

00:53:47 Jock Churchman: Gerard - yes, more independents - and Greens. People like 
David Pocock, Zali Steggel, Sophie Scamps etc. also Barbara Pocock (Greens). The two main parties 
are tied to all kinds of money interests, including fossil fuel companies, through their donations. 
Those times are past. 

00:54:00 Evan Hadkins: @Gerard, thanks 

00:54:22 Timmee Grinham: Can you please explain the concept of 'product 
stewardship'? 

00:54:24 DIana Ward: Anyone on Yarra Council here? Can you mandate every apartment 
building have a green bin? Renters cannot request these from council, so most apartment buildings 
don’t have them 

00:54:29 Timmee Grinham: what does it look like? 

00:54:41 Rowan Barr: Put an end to companies financing political parties 

00:54:51 Rowan Barr: this should be funded by other means. 

00:55:02 Jock Churchman: Mary, let's follow Scandinavian countries instead of the 
corrupt, bloated and dangerous US. 

00:55:12 Karen James: we can hear you 

00:55:16 aanya Roennfeldt-Bongers: we can hear you 

00:55:21 MARGARET LEE: Someone asked about the reason there are no plastic bags 
in the f&v dept (except for mushrooms) - the Belconnen Markets used to have net bags for sale to 
hold your f&v and I use them all the time. 

00:55:36 Jock Churchman: Rowan, those political donations are toxic 

00:55:37 Pam Oates: Yes, I can hear you Nina 

00:55:44 Carina Turner: speaking of phones - this is a great use of old phones so they are 
upcycled for reuse - https://dvsafephone.org/ 

00:56:11 Pearl Hinton: Diana, thank you for raising this!! All renters should be able to have 
access to a green bin! 

00:56:15 Rowan Barr: use orange bags for f&v, sew some fabric bags, many ways to stop 
using plastic if youre interested and do truly care 
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00:57:48 David Paynter: Find your local Repair Cafe here https://www.griffith.edu.au/law-
futures-centre/our-research/australian-repair-network 

00:58:08 Mary Abbot: We need to support the Greens and Independents wo 

00:58:11 Helen Whitkin: Tips on reducing plastic: www.plasticfreejuly.org 

00:58:30 Wilma Van Boxtel: A circular economy should be practiced by industry, the 
people do what is available. We should talk about rules for the industry to apply. 

00:58:31 Evan Hadkins: If anyone is here from a recycling company.  We had to put an old 
manual coffee machine in the landfill bin because it contained a little plastic with all the metal. 

00:59:06 Nicole Garofano: Join the circular economy discussion with the ACE Hub 
Portal - like LinkedIn but for circularity discussions https://portal.acehub.org.au/ Thanks @Aanya! 

00:59:46 Rowan Barr: Thank you to everyone who is sharing resources 

00:59:51 Evan Hadkins: @Wilman, yes, we individuals can only do so much.  Corporates and 
government can do much more. 

01:00:06 Cassandra Pybus: OK FOLK WHO KNOWS HOW TO RECYCLE USED CLOTHES NO 
FIT FOR RESALE 

01:00:13 Evan Hadkins: oops Wilma, not Wilman 

01:00:14 Gerry Constantinou: Randwick Council has a section for Circular Economy 

01:00:30 Pam Oates: Simply bringing a container to a café to pop leftovers in at the table 
is a great way to reduce resource use. I even bring home food waste to compost (skins, tea leaves 
etc) from hotel stays/restaurant visits. 

01:00:32 Rowan Barr: https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/topics/circular-
economy-introduction/overview 

01:00:40 Malcolm Robins: https://www.facebook.com/groups/castlemainerepaircafe/ 

01:00:50 Rowan Barr: a great and detailed website to dive deeper intpo CE 

01:01:11 Rowan Barr: for those in Outer East of Melbourne and on Facebook look at: 

01:01:18 Nicole Garofano: Case studies of businesses in the circular economy over the 
last few years available at the ACEHub: https://www.acehub.org.au/knowledge-hub/case-studies/all 

01:01:21 Rowan Barr: Chirnside Park Repair Cafe 

01:01:39 Jess Cooper: 1. Composting 

01:02:02 Rowan Barr: E Waste is a massive issue and needs to be collected properly by 
councils 

01:02:30 Gerry Constantinou: clothes recycling look up Randwick Council must to fit to 
wear and Clean 

01:02:35 Tiffanie Pearse: What! more gold in ewaste than gold ore 
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01:02:59 Danella Bennett: The Clothing Exchange is a great program 

01:03:06 Gwen Harper: Kerbside FOGO (if done properly) would have a huge circular impact 
when returned to the agricultural sector to reduce chemical addition and soil erosion, plus the 
double bonus of reducing methane. 

01:03:11 Pam Oates: Buy as locally produced as possible to reduce carbon emissions. 
Transport adds to carbon emissions hugely. 

01:03:12 Beatrice Lucas: Buy and grow local food. Buy from farmers markets. 

01:03:32 Jenny Ransley: I offered a perfectly good printer to the local tip shop and they 
didn't want it.  They said it would have to go into landfill. That is ridiculous! 

01:03:59 Rick Walters: Getting minerals out of waste streams is a completely different skill 
set to getting it out of the ground. The miners just aren't set up to do that. Of course they could 
change, but don't underestimate how hard that is. They need to be shown the opportunity in this. 

01:04:00 Rowan Barr: Jenny, try a local not for proft, child care centre or Buy Nothing Page 
on Facebook 

01:04:14 Karen James: Sharewaste.org.au is a great local service - you can find where to 
take kitchen waste or accept it yourself for composing 

01:04:27 Jenny Ransley: Rowan, thanks! 

01:04:29 Maja van Bruggen: To transform the economy as a system we need to change 
the indicators ... check out Kate Raworth's Doughnut Economics - 15 minute TED talk will change 
your world 
https://www.ted.com/talks/kate_raworth_a_healthy_economy_should_be_designed_to_thrive_not
_grow?language=en 

01:04:46 Carina Turner: construction in all forms - design/ materials/ fast construction 
fashion (think The Block / Kmart) 

01:04:48 Claire Bettington: When the price of copper goes up, there's a surge in 
unscrupulous people visiting empty houses to strip them of water piping and electric cables. 

01:05:33 Claire Bettington: Kate Raworth's book is a fabulous read - "Donut 
economics". 

01:05:40 Rowan Barr: What did Jo say as a place to find jobs? 

01:05:43 Ellen O'Brien: Reverse Garbage Marrickville 

01:05:57 Bart Van bueren: Biggest environmental impacts in your lifestyel: reducing red 
meat and diary,  car use and flights , living space and how many kids you make. 

 

(Dubois et al. 2018, and Willet et al 2019) 

01:06:11 Carina Turner: jobs on https://acehub.org.au/ 

01:06:24 Meg Rigby: Can you share the comments as well as the recording 
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01:06:26 Rowan Barr: Thanks ladies for acehub 

01:06:35 Mary Abbot: Many thanks for a great program. 

01:06:50 Gerry Constantinou: My Cafe gives me a 50 cents discount on my coffee so 
decided to bring my own cap every time save the environment as well 

01:07:15 Olivia Chollet: Hi Meg, I'm not sure comments will be recorded, so I would suggest 
saving the links you're interested in. 

01:07:28 Judy Lambert: Thank you for a great session - more good leads to follow up on. 

01:07:34 Ellen O'Brien: https://reversegarbage.org.au/ 

01:08:00 Nicole Garofano: Great discussion! Thanks for organising Nina and thanks for 
sharing your passion and knowledge Jo! Great inspiration for everyone on the call! 

01:08:12 Jock Churchman: Great to hear the ideas from the speakers but also to see 
how many people are concerned 

01:08:55 James Rolevink: D’oh! Comments defaulted to Panellists and Hosts only. Oh, well. 

01:09:08 Zita Fogarty: Brilliant! I'm sharing these resources with my workplace 

01:09:09 Amy Bromley: Wonderful presentation, thank you. 

01:09:14 Ruth Davison: This has been a fascinating discussion and thank you for all the 
excellent resource ideas. We are trying to spread the CE word in New Zealand too! 

01:09:20 Evan Hadkins: The kids are well ahead of we boomers 

01:09:31 Lanthe Daly: but even mentioning boomers is buying into the divisive marketing 
ploy- try for unifying laguage 

01:09:32 Melanie Graddon: https://business-school.exeter.ac.uk/ecce/ 

01:09:36 janene durack: THANKYOU!! So good 

01:09:38 Rowan Barr: Please come back and share more information on sustainability 
topics 

01:09:42 Pearl Hinton: Thank you so so much everyone! ��� 

01:09:44 Rowan Barr: thankyou everyone 

01:09:45 Olivia Chollet: Thanks to all for joining us today and for participating in a 
fascinating discussion! For details about upcoming webinars, PAST EPISODES and to book head to 
https://australiainstitute.org.au/events/webinars/  
 
At the bottom of the page you can view our previous webinars in full if you missed any – including 
this one when it is uploaded soon. 

 

Thanks again for joining us – and enjoy the rest of your day! 
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01:09:48 Bernie McComb: What about cars? 

01:09:51 aanya Roennfeldt-Bongers: Thanks Jo and Nina! 

01:09:51 Deidre Stuart: THANK YOU so much! 

01:09:51 Timmee Grinham: Thank you so much to Nina and Jo. Very engaging and 
informative. 

01:09:54 Jess Hobbs: Thank you!!!! 

01:09:54 Merren Roberts: Thank you! 

01:09:55 Melanie Graddon: thank you! 

01:09:56 Daniel Mee: There needs to be a wiki for these webinars with a ll the links and 
references. 

01:10:02 Jo Press: Thank you both so much. 

01:10:11 Shiloh Ritchie: Thank you so much for doing this today Jo, and thanks to Au 
Institute for hosting! 

01:10:11 Rudolf Blums: Thank you, very thoughtful & interesting subject. 

01:10:17 Meredith Alexander: Thank you everyone :) 

01:10:17 Jess Cooper: Thanks Jo- very inspiring presentation, even when I've heard 10s of 
CE webinars! 

01:10:21 Jock Churchman: Evan, we boomers are bust! 

01:10:22 Annette Sartor: Thank you both- excellent discussion 

01:10:23 Olivia Chollet: The chat is unfortunately not recorded, but I will make a note of the 
suggestions regarding the links shared by everyone, that's a great idea. 

01:10:26 Rowan Barling: Thanks Jo and Nina 

01:10:26 James Rolevink: Kids are key! Per messages in wrong channel, 2x kid’s books I have 
written focus on themes, empowering kids, building resilience, encouraging them become leaders, 
as we can’t trust the ‘adults’ any more. 

01:10:28 DANIELA SEVERI: thank you 

01:10:28 Liz Clarke: Inspiring 

01:10:29 Claire Bettington:
 ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
������������������������������������ 

01:10:31 Pearl Hinton: Very cool! Thanks everyone 

01:10:34 Dita Malo: thank you, love that last comment, very inspiring to think this will be 
normal and regular for everyone one day haha 
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01:10:35 Shelley Anderson: ���� Thanks very much 

01:10:36 ZUHAL KUVAN-MILLS: inspirational conversation , we need more of this , thank you 
to both 

01:10:41 Mandy Robertson: Amazing!!!!!! 

01:10:41 Mitch Hammet: thank you all very good 

01:10:46 Karen James: Thanks 


